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"...we are about to start a thematic 
review of how asset managers 
handle the risks of money 
laundering and bribery. “...” Perhaps 
thi  i  i  d  th  t this review is overdue: the asset 
management sector holds over 
£4 trillion in assets, with APCIMS 
members alone collectively 
managing assets of half a trillion 
pounds for six million clients  Clearly pounds for six million clients. Clearly 
this is a huge industry, and the 
scope for damage should financial 
crime risks be mishandled is 
enormous.”

Speech by Tracey McDermott, Director of the Financial Conduct 
Authority’s Enforcement and Financial Crime Division, 

APCIMS Conference
15 November 2012
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Introduction

Managing financial crime risk is becoming increasingly
as Investment Asset Managers, Retail Fund Providers,
Platforms and Asset Service Providers.

It is an important focus for companies for the following 
reasons:

• Anti-money laundering (AML), counter terrorist financing 
(CTF) and financial sanctions compliance are regulatory 
priorities. 

• HM Treasury considers money laundering a key concern 
and is applying pressure to the Financial Conduct Agency 
(the FCA) to ensure companies are doing their utmost to 
combat the issue.

• The UK's Bribery Act has now been in force for over two • The UK s Bribery Act has now been in force for over two 
years and regulators believe that companies have had 
sufficient time to implement anti-bribery and corruption 
(ABC) systems and controls.

• The regulator is extending its scrutiny of the risks of 
financial crime to other areas not previously subject to 
focus (for example, the FCA’s Thematic Reviews on asset 
managers).

C i i l   h   f h  fi i l i  • Criminals target those parts of the financial services 
industry where they perceive that controls are easier to 
overcome or circumvent (such as non-bank financial 
institutions).

Tom Brown David Hicks
Partner
Global Head of 
Investment Management

Partner
UK Head of Forens

y critical for Investment Management companies such 
, Hedge Funds, Wealth Managers, Investment 

Now companies’ financial crime controls are in the regulatory 
spotlight, it is more important than ever that Investment 
Management companies satisfy themselves that their Management companies satisfy themselves that their 
systems and controls are appropriate and proportionate and 
able to identify, monitor and manage financial crime risks. 
Taking the steps necessary to identify the risks; design and 
implement controls; monitor and improve their effectiveness, 
requires the right expertise and investment. KPMG can help 
with this. 

This document contains further information on KPMG’s multi-
disciplinary approach to financial crime risk in Investment disciplinary approach to financial crime risk in Investment 
Management companies and outlines KPMG’s service 
offerings in the context of a financial crime framework.

Brian Dilley John Flood

sic
Partner
Global Head of Anti-
Money Laundering

Partner
Head of Investment 
Management 
Consulting UK



KPMG’s multi-dis
approach

Bringing these disciplines together, member firms are 
clients with managing their financial crime and regulato
proportionate and cost-effective manner.

The KPMG Investment Management team has extensive exper
Management organisations, from local single fund managers tog g g g

KPMG’s Forensic and Investment Management teams have be
clients on their financial crime risks. KPMG has successfully de
reviews of certain aspects of financial crime controls, to the de
entire financial crime framework. 

As a result of recent regulatory announcements from the FCA a
from its Thematic Review of AML and ABC systems and contro
becoming more integral to the regulatory environment in the As

KPMG Forensic has a broad-ranging and multi-disciplinary appro
framework covers AML/CTF, ABC, sanctions and fraud enabling
example, effective sanctions compliance is underpinned by effe
measures can also have AML benefits. The framework utilises 
the design of testing and monitoring approaches.

• Governance

• Sales
AMLFraud

Investment 
Management 
Regulatory 

Environment

• Health checks

• End to end 
review

• Specialist advice

R l ti  P k 

• RDR, UCITS V/VI, 
MIFID II, AIFMD, E

• Back-book review

• MI

• Culture

• FCA Relationships

AML

ABCSanctions

Fraud

Financial 
Crime 

Framework

Environment• Resolution Pack 
reviews

• Governance reviews

• Framework 

• Implementation

• Training

• Process design

• Governance and oversight

• Investigation and Review

• Impact assessmen

• Implementation

• QA

Source: KPMG LLP.
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sciplinary 

 able to offer a variety of services designed to assist 
ory risks in the context of their business in a 

rience of delivery across a wide range of Investment 
o large multi-national, multi-product Investment Managers. g p g

een working together, combining their strengths in advising 
elivered a variety of engagements, ranging from focused 
livery of KPMG’s extended suite of services, addressing the 

and the forthcoming publication of the FCA’s report arising 
ols at Asset Managers, financial crime risk management is 
sset and Investment Management sector. 

oach to financial crime risks. KPMG’s financial crime 
g clients to increase synergies and cross-identify risks. For 
ective customer due diligence. Anti-impersonation (fraud) 
 robust risk assessments to inform the design of controls and 

AMLFraud

Financial 
Crime 

Framework

EMIR

ABCSanctions

nt
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Service Group Service Type and description

Retrospective Investigations and look-back exercises to 

KPMG service off

establish the facts with respect to allegations or 
suspicions of financial crime and/or related possib
regulatory breaches.

Due Diligence remediation to bring records, wit
respect to customers and third parties, into line 
with policy, regulatory and legal requirements.

C Ri k  (i l di  id ifi i  f kCurrent state Risk assessments (including identification of key
risk indicators) to provide clients with a sufficient
understanding of financial crime risk exposure.

Gap analysis (against regulatory expectations 
and/or client policies) to identify potential 
weaknesses and recommend improvements.

Controls testing to establish effectiveness.

Vendor/supplier assessments to enable 
outsourcing decision making and ongoing oversig

Change Policy development to align financial crime polic
with legal and regulatory requirements and/or Growith legal and regulatory requirements and/or Gro
policies.

Designing and implementing operating models
enable policy compliance.

E-learning or tailored face to face training to 
i f  d i  li  linform and train client personnel.

Change management to reduce the impact of 
policy and/or procedural changes on day-to-day 
business.

Forward looking Impact assessments to help clients understand 
how future changes to financial crime related law
and regulations are likely to affect their business.

Intended client benefits

• Comfort for senior management that financial crime risks have bee
controls.

• Industry insight regarding current practice of peers and other secto

• Effective and independent review of existing controls to identify w

• Guidance through the development and maintenance of effective 

• Tailored approach calibrated to align with individual risk appetite.pp g pp

• Support for responding to allegations and preparing for regulatory 
attestations, ‘skilled person’ reports and Enforcement investigatio

• Enabling well informed management decision making (e.g. cost m

Examples

• Sanctions ‘look backs’.

ferings

ble 
• Investigations into alleged fraud, bribery or other financial 

crime.

• Investigations into money flows to establish occurrences 
of laundering.

th • Know your customer (KYC) remediation (onboarding or 
subsequent).

• Source of Wealth and Source of Funds memoranda.

 I h  B i  Ri k A  f  AML/CTF  ABC  y 
t 

• Inherent Business Risk Assessments for AML/CTF, ABC, 
Sanctions and Fraud to identify where mitigation is 
required.

• AML/CTF, ABC and Sanctions gap analyses against specific 
legal/regulatory obligations.

• Fraud, bribery and corruption gap analysis against our view 
of industry practice.

• Due diligence file reviews.

• Automated testing of screening tools and filters (e.g. 
Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) screening, payment 
filters).

ght.
• Review of third party controls against client requirements.

• Review of management information (MI) provided by third 
parties.

cies 
oup 

• Refinement of existing, challenge of proposed changes or 
development of new ABC  AML/CTF  Sanctions and Fraud oup development of new ABC, AML/CTF, Sanctions and Fraud 
policies.

to • Designing and implementing operating models to enable 
end-to-end management of Introducer relationships. 

• Building models for managing, recording and reviewing 
gifts and entertainment, in addition to charitable and 
political donations. 

• AML/CTF and Sanctions staff and executive training 
kpackages.

• Awareness training (ABC and fraud).

• AML/CTF Operational Transformation Programmes to 
manage the implementation of revised operating models 
and procedures.

 
ws 
.

• Analysis of potential impact of proposed Fourth EU Money 
Laundering Directive to develop compliance options.

en identified and are being managed through fit for purpose 

ors.

weaknesses or areas for improvement.

financial crime compliance and risk management programmes.

 inspections (e.g. FCA visits, Thematic Reviews, requests for Board 
ns) from subject matter specialists.

management versus risk management).



KPMG UK's team
• Our specialists have an in-depth 

knowledge of the legal and regulatory 
requirements regarding the various 

• We work closely w
technology specia
our work.q g g

forms of financial crime that may 
impact upon organisations. We can 
work with clients proactively to help 
achieve compliance, or reactively to 
help respond to regulatory or law 
enforcement action in these areas.

• KPMG’s multi-disciplined teams 
include accountants, lawyers, ex-

• Our Fraud Risk Ma
specialists are exp
investigating smal
frauds and miscon
this experience to 
established contro

KPMG’s stregulators, ex-police investigators but 
also people with different financial 
and non-financial industry 
backgrounds.

• KPMG UK has extensive experience 
in assisting Investment Management 
clients with a range of regulatory 
issues and challenges.

KPMG s st
• KPMG’s client wo

significant insight 
Management com
application of the r
to financial crime c

• KPMG has develo
operating model to

• KPMG member firms have a global 
network of anti-bribery and corruption 
experts and are focused on providing 
broad-ranging and integrated global 
solutions.

• We have a large global network of 
AML subject matter experts.

cycle of third party
relationships.

• KPMG member fir
AML methodology
programme design
cross-border cons

• KPMG UK has wo
the biggest namesthe biggest names

6

m
with Forensic 
lists who support 

financial and corporate spheres 
ensuring AML compliance. 

• KPMG UK’s experience includes 
anagement 
perienced in 
l to large-scale 

nduct and can use 
 challenge 

ols.

trength 

• KPMG UK s experience includes 
testing of sanctions and PEP 
screening systems, as well as having 
performed some of the largest 
sanctions look-back and KYC 
remediation projects.

• KPMG UK’s experience of working 
with clients across the financial 
services industry provides us with trength 

rk enables 
into Investment 

mpanies’ practical 
risk based approach 
controls.

ped a target 
o manage the life-

services industry provides us with 
detailed insights of the issues they 
face and how they configure their 
sanctions screening systems. This 
enables us to benchmark findings of 
our testing against peers.

• KPMG member firms have an 
established global fraud risk 
management methodology.

y Introducer 

rms have a global 
y and training 
ned to achieve 
istency.

rked with some of 
s in both the 

management methodology.

s in both the 
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Anti-bribery and 

ABC Compliance require

Investment Management
requirements of the UK B
high-level Systems and C
Management companies 
and ensure that they have
and corruption

How does your 
organisation ensure 
that it identifies and 
manages all 

and corruption.

ABC risks and challenge

Below are examples of so
through our work in the In

• Inappropriate payments

• Bribery of key intermed

‘introducer’ 
relationships?

Is appropriate risk 
assessment and due 
diligence performed 
with respect to your • Bribery of key intermed

recommend funds.

• Payments to suppliers,

• Facilitation payments to

• Investment in corrupt b
investment or for confi

• Traders offering prefere

with respect to your 
third parties?

Does your Board 
receive the right 
Management 
Information (MI) on 

Service offerings

• Performing and/or cha

• Designing and implem
Introducer relationship

• Designing and implem

Information (MI) on 
ABC risks to enable 
informed decision 
making?

Have you performed 
and regularly updated Designing and implem

relationship monitorin

• Providing a tuneable r

• Building models for m
well as charitable and 

• Providing scripts and t
communications strat

• Investigations into alle

g
a tailored risk 
assessment to 
identify ABC 
risks/issues and focus 
resources 
accordingly?

How do you satisfy 
yourself that your 
company has 
‘adequate procedures’ 
to manage the risks of 
bribery and 

“...foreign bribery 
harms the poores
argument that a b

bribery and 
corruption?

business abroad.”
Dav

corruption (ABC)

ements

t companies operating in the UK are subject to the 
Bribery Act (which took effect on 1 July 2011) and the FCA’s 
ontrols rules on financial crime. Broadly, Investment 
 should be taking account of the Ministry of Justice’s guidance 
e ‘adequate procedures’ in place to combat the risks of bribery 

es in Investment Management

ome of the bribery and corruption risks we have observed 
nvestment Management sector:

s by agents/intermediaries to win client business.

diaries  such as investment consultants or trustees  to diaries, such as investment consultants or trustees, to 

 creating connections to PEPs.

o obtain licences when investing in overseas jurisdictions.

businesses or bribes offered to Portfolio Managers in return for 
dential information.

ential treatment to brokers in return for kickbacks.

allenging company-wide ABC risk assessments.

menting operating models to enable management of 
ps.

menting frameworks for due diligence  approvals  and menting frameworks for due diligence, approvals, and 
g of third parties (including suppliers).

isk calculator to assess third party relationships.

managing, recording and reviewing gifts and entertainment, as 
 political donations.

training modules for ABC awareness training and 
egies for rolling out the programme and training.

egations of bribery.

 undermines civil society, and ultimately 
st most. We can never accept the 
bribe is just the necessary price for doing 
”
vid Green CB QC, Director of the SFO, Speech to Cambridge Symposium, 

2 September 2013



Anti-money laund
Counter Terrorist 

AML/CTF compliance re

Investment Management
and rules including the UK
Act 2002, the Counter Te

Tackling money launderin
political priority, in the UK
and financial settlements 

How does your 
company manage 
varying AML/CTF 
legal and regulatory 

and financial settlements 
legislative frameworks.

The regulatory field of vie
money laundering and/or 
Consequently, it has neve
satisfied that they are tak
assess, monitor and mana

AML/CTF risks and chal

requirements across 
the jurisdictions in 
which it operates?

What is the extent of 
your company’s 
exposure to PEPs and 

• Criminals target where
controls have strengthe

• Different client types, d
retail, intermediated ve
present different mone

• Potential exposure to h

– Clients with more co
offshore trusts  com

exposure to PEPs and 
high risk jurisdictions?

Which AML/CTF risks 
are currently being 
managed outside of 
the company’s risk offshore trusts, com

– Exposure to higher r

• Reliance on third partie
jurisdictions can expose

• Access to and quality o
AML/CTF risks.

• Business growth (partic
of policies and procedu

the company s risk 
appetite?

What steps are taken 
to ensure that 
systems and 
technology relied 

Service offerings

How KPMG can help

• Ongoing monitoring of 
effectiveness of an inst
has extensive experien
reactive services desig
management programm

g
upon are appropriate 
for the business and 
calibrated in 
accordance with the 
company’s risk 
appetite? g

• Reviews and gap analy
procedures (against bo
policies).

• AML/CTF policy devel

• AML/CTF risk assessm

• Control testing (throug

• Operational Transform

How do senior 
management provide 
active leadership and 
management of 
money laundering and 
terrorist financing p

• Client file remediation 

• Investigations.

• Regulatory change im

terrorist financing 
risks?

8

dering (AML) and 
Financing (CTF)

equirements

t companies operating in the UK are subject to key legislation 
K Money Laundering Regulations 2007, the Proceeds of Crime 
rrorism Act 2008 and the FCA’s Handbook of Rules.

g and terrorist financing continues to be a regulatory and 
K and beyond. This is demonstrated by the penalties imposed 
 agreed on  and by extension  the proposed updates to  agreed on, and by extension, the proposed updates to 

w is expanding to encompass additional areas of perceived 
terrorist financing risk within the financial services sector. 

er been more important for Investment Managers to be 
ing appropriate and proportionate measures to identify, 
age money laundering and terrorist financing risks.

lenges in Investment Management:

 they perceive the ‘barriers to entry’ to be lowest – AML/CTF 
ened in other sectors.

delivery channels and product features (e.g. institutional versus 
ersus direct distribution and third party payment facilities) can 
ey laundering and/or terrorist financing risks.

higher risk situations:

omplex and/or opaque ownership and control structures (e.g. 
panies and investment vehicles  privately owned companies)panies and investment vehicles, privately owned companies).

isk jurisdictions through cross-border services.

es (e.g. distributors, platforms and intermediaries) in multiple 
e companies to variable standards (e.g. KYC).

of customer data can inhibit the ability to identify and manage 

cularly acquisitive growth) can lead to inconsistent application 
ures.

 financial crime risk exposure and ongoing assurance as to the 
titution’s risk management framework is critical. KPMG UK 

nce of assisting companies, with a range of proactive and 
ned to support and improve AML/CTF compliance and risk 
mes.

ysis of existing AML/CTF systems, controls, policies and 
oth regulatory expectations and a company’s own AML/CTF 

opment.

ments (including third party vendor/supplier assessments).

gh manual reviews, data analysis and automated testing).

mation Programmes.g

 (including due diligence, source of wealth and source of funds).

pact assessments.
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Sanctions

Sanctions compliance re

Investment Management
economic sanctions regim
achieve certain public poli
destruction proliferation). 

The UK Treasury maintain
by the United Nations  the

How do you align 
your sanctions 
compliance 
programme to 

by the United Nations, the
the law requires compani
financial services, to thos
Treasury’s Financial Sanct

Recent UK and US enforc
of ensuring that companie

Sanctions risks and cha

relevant risks?

What oversight and 
governance does 
senior management 
exercise over your 
company’s sanctions • Data issues (completen

entities.

• Poorly integrated client

• Some investment man
be differently configure

• Reliance on third partie
sanctions screening pro

• Visibility of the underly

company s sanctions 
programme?

How does your 
company meet its 
financial sanctions 
obligations across the 

Service offerings

• Reviews and gap analy
and controls. 

Visibility of the underly
could increase sanction

• Investment due diligen
in rather than actual co

g
different jurisdictions 
in which it operates?

How do you obtain 
comfort as to the 
operation of any 
‘bl k b ’ t l  • Sanctions policy deve

• Sanctions risk assessm

• Sanctions control test

• Sanctions ‘look back’ e

• Sanctions screening v

• System tuning advice.

• Design and delivery of

‘black box’ tools 
within your sanctions 
programme?

Is the appropriate 
level of due diligence 
performed for high g yperformed for high 
risk investments to 
identify potential 
sanctions concerns?

What information is 
escalated regarding 

“Weaknesses an
major financial gro
included "…" the 
effectiveness of a
sanctions screeni

sanctions risk to 
enable timely 
management?

calibration of scre
and effective.”

equirements

t companies are required to comply with the UK financial and 
mes for certain entities, types of trade, goods and activities to 
icy objectives (including the prevention of weapons of mass 
 

ns a consolidated list of financial sanctions targets designated 
e European Union and the United Kingdom  In general terms  e European Union and the United Kingdom. In general terms, 
es not to provide funds or, in the case of the Terrorism Order, 
e on the list, unless a licence is obtained from the UK 
tions function. 

cement actions in this area have emphasised the importance 
es understand and comply with their sanctions obligations.

llenges in Investment Management: 

ness and quality) can inhibit identification of sanctioned 

t systems.

agers run numerous sanctions screening solutions which may 
ed and which produce inconsistent results.

es that don’t necessarily apply similar standards in their 
ocesses.

ing client can vary depending on the product in question which 

ysis of existing sanctions policies and procedures, processes 

ing client can vary depending on the product in question which 
ns risks.

ce tends to rely on the listed status of vehicles being invested 
nsideration of sanctions risks.

lopment.

ment.

ing (including testing of automated screens and filters).

exercises.

vendor selection advice.

.

f sanctions training.g

d issues we found repeatedly among the 
oups and medium-sized firms surveyed 

 failure to monitor the ongoing 
automated systems used for financial 
ing, including making sure that the g g g
eening rules remained appropriate 

FSA report on financial services firms approach to UK financial sanctions, 
April 2009



Fraud

Fraud compliance requir

A reputation for integrity i
Investment Management
seriously undermine repu
2 July 2013 shows that th
billion in the first half of 20
investor fraud almost qua

Who owns fraud risk 
in your organisation?

Where do the key 
investor fraud almost qua

Financial crime (as define
fraud or dishonesty. The F
apply equally to fraud risk
to questions regarding the
internal impact is of partic
suffer the arising loss. Re
by organisations to protec
organisations where fraud

fraud risks lie in your 
business? Are anti-
fraud controls aligned 
to these risks?

How do your fraud 
and misconduct risks organisations where fraud

scrutiny of their managem

Fraud risks and challeng

• Insider trading to enhan
personal account dealin

• Unauthorised trading to

• Diversion of client fund

and misconduct risks 
differ across business 
units, geographies 
and processes?

How do you test the 
operating 

• Manipulation of retroce

• Investments in Ponzi sc

• Manipulating the valuat
of funds.

How KPMG can help

Failing to manage the risk

operating 
effectiveness of your 
anti-fraud controls? 

Are senior 
management 
receiving adequate Failing to manage the risk

material losses which ma
are aimed at helping clien

• Prevent instances of po

• Detect potential instanc

• Respond appropriately 

g q
management 
information that may 
indicate early warning 
signs of fraud? 

Service offerings

• Benchmarking fraud ri
practice and regulatory

• Policy development (a

• Fraud risk assessment

• Testing of key fraud ris

• Fraud awareness train

• Fraud investigations.
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rements

s critical to safeguarding market confidence and public trust in 
t companies. Unfortunately, fraud and misconduct can 
tation. KPMG’s latest fraud barometer report published on the 

he value of fraud in the UK has increased by 38% to £0.5 
013 compared to the same period in 2012. In particular, 
drupled from £19 million to £74 milliondrupled from £19 million to £74 million.

d by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) includes 
FCA’s rules and guidance regarding financial crime therefore 
. Occurrences of fraud with an external impact inevitably lead 
e robustness of risk management controls. Fraud with an 
cular concern to shareholders and owners who ultimately 
egulators are becoming increasingly interested in steps taken 
ct themselves and their customers against fraud. In those 
d has been uncovered  there has been greater regulatory d has been uncovered, there has been greater regulatory 
ment of fraud risks and controls.

ges in Investment Management:

nce performance on a portfolio or for personal gain through 
ng.

o enhance performance on a fund or to hide losses.

ds through manipulation of client instructions.g p

ession payment calculations.

chemes.

tion of complex or illiquid assets to enhance the performance 

k of fraud effectively leaves organisations vulnerable to k of fraud effectively leaves organisations vulnerable to 
y have been avoided. Our Fraud Risk Management services 

nts achieve three objectives: 

otential fraud and misconduct occurring in the first place.

ces quickly when they do occur.

 and take corrective action when potential instances arise.

sk management arrangements against our view of leading 
y guidance using our five pillar approach.

nti-fraud policy, fraud response plans).

ts and identification of key risk indicators.

sk controls.

ning (e-learning, face to face training).g ( g, g)
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Contact usContact us

David Hicks
UK Head of Forensic
T. +44 (0) 20 7694 2916
E. david.hicks@kpmg.co.uk

Brian Dilley
Global Head of Anti-Money Laundering
T. +44 (0) 20 7896 4843
E. brian.dilley@kpmg.co.uk

Tom Brown
Global Head of Investment Management
T. +44 (0) 20 7694 2011
E. tom.brown@kpmg.co.uk

John FloodJohn Flood
Head of Investment Management Consulting UK
T. +44 (0) 20 7311 6870
E. john.flood@kpmg.co.uk

www.kpmg.co.uk
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